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Facebook

 One of the most widely used sites which includes various forms of 

engagement through Profiles, Pages and Groups. Facebook also 

provides a Marketplace where products can be listed, promoted and 

offered for sale.

 Social Networks category

 Launched on 4 February 2004

 2.2 billion monthly active users (January 2018)

 Subsidiaries include Instagram, Messenger, WhatsApp, Oculus VR, 

tbh and Watch

 25,105 Employees

 Same as Google+, Myspace, Skyrock, Renren, etc.
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Twitter

 Posting short text messages of up to 140 characters, to convey your 

message to the world. Twitter also makes it possible to promote your 

businesses and even shop directly through tweets.

 Blog/Microblog category

 Launched on 15 July 2006

 330 million active users

 Subsidiaries include Vine, Periscope and MoPub

 3,583 Employees

 Same as Tmblr, Blogger, WordPress, etc.
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YouTube

 The world’s largest video-sharing social networking site, enabling 

users to upload, view and share videos that can be liked or 

commented on. YouTube even enables users to create a channel 

where they can upload all their personally recorded videos to 

showcase to their friends and followers.

 Video category

 Launched on 14 February 2005

 Over 30 million visitors per day

 Owned by Google

 73,992 Google employees

 Same as Vevo, Vimeo, Vine, Tuurnt, etc.
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Instagram

 Enables you to capture the best moments of your life, with your 

phone’s camera (or any other camera), and convert them into works 

of art by applying multiple filters to your photos.

 Imagery/Album category

 Initial release on 6 October 2010

 400 million monthly active users

 Owned by Facebook

 25,105 Facebook employees

 Same as Flickr, Snapchat, Photobucket, etc.
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Google+

 Enables you to stay in touch with people by sharing messages, 

photos, videos, useful links to sites, etc. Extends support for video 

conferencing through Hangouts and businesses can promote their 

brands and products through Google+ business pages.

 Social Networks category

 Launched on 28 June 2011, replaced Google Buzz

 395 million monthly active users

 Owned and operated by Google

 73,992 Google employees

 Same as Facebook, Myspace, Skyrock, Renren, etc.
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LinkedIn

 A professional social networking site that is available in over 20 

languages. It is used across the globe by all types of professionals 

and serves as an ideal platform to connect with different businesses, 

as well as locate and hire ideal candidates.

 Business Networking category

 Launched on 5 May 2003

 100 million monthly active users

 Subsidiaries include SlideShare and Lynda.com

 9,732 Employees

 Same as GitHub, AngelList, Viadeo, etc.
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Flickr

 A platform to upload numerous high quality images, especially by 

photographers or people who love photography. It is also an efficient 

online photo management and sharing service.

 Imagery/Album category 

 Launched on 10 February 2004

 90 million monthly users

 Owned by Yahoo! Holdings8,

 500 Yahoo! Holdings employees

 Same as Instagram, Snapchat, Photobucket, etc.
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about.me

 about.me is a personal web hosting service which offers registered 

users a one-page user profiles from which to link multiple online 

identities, relevant external sites, and popular social networking 

websites.  It is characterized by a large background image and 

abbreviated biography.

 Unknown category (Social Directory)

 Launched on 16 December 2010

 4.25 million users

 Privately owned

 Provides a digital business card.
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Department of Library Services (DLS)  social media policy

 The DLS currently uses the following social media platforms:

 Facebook

 Twitter

 Youtube

 University of Pretoria Social Media Guidelines and Policy of Social Media

 Our goals are to:

 Generate interesting, engaging, and useful content relevant to the library

 Post content regularly

 Respond timeously to all questions and/or comments addressed to the 

library and mentioned by social media users in the community. 

 Create awareness and to heighten the visibility of the DLS and its 

activities

 Invite conversation on the library and higher education
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Facebook likes 2013-2018 

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 May

Total likes 572 961 1 326 2 215 2 470 2 748
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2 766 people 

like us!

Facebook likes are increasing each year. There was a very 

sharp increase between 2015 and 2016. Page likes have 

increased by 11% from Dec 2017- May 2018, this is 

equivalent to the percentage increase from 2016-2017.
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Facebook post with the highest reach: 10 165 
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Content: sharing interesting content 

5 869 reached

59 reactions

32 shares

Linking to our 

Events
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Content: sharing photographs of students & staff members

Facebook Twitter 

3 329 reached

9 shares

187 reactions

27 comments
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Content: promoting events and sharing again afterwards
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Content: promoting books
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Content: #MondayMotivation high performing posts

Facebook Twitter 
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Content: #TuesdaySelfie high performing posts

Facebook Twitter
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Content: #WednesdayWisdom high performing posts

Facebook Twitter
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Content: #ThrowbackThursday high performing posts

Facebook Twitter
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Content: #FeelGoodFriday high performing posts

Facebook Twitter
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Twitter tweet with highest impression 

5 245 impressions
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Twitter tweet with second highest impression

4 952  impressions
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Twitter tweet with third highest impression

4 840 impressions
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YouTube video

https://youtu.be/R_hdjTbmMsc

50 855 views
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YouTube video: 11 800 views

https://youtu.be/Y_AqPnLM1OM

11 800 views
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YouTube video: 4 785 views

https://youtu.be/RrGA_j9ux34

4 785 views
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Social media content

High engaging Facebook content:

 Photographs of especially students and staff members

 New initiative e.g. #hashtag days

High engaging Twitter content:

 Library notifications e.g. hours

 Tweets with high profile individuals (Hugh Masikela, Cyril Ramaphosa, 
Miriam Tlali, etc)

 Library spaces (MakerSpace, Study centre, etc)

 #ThrowbackThursday

High engaging YouTube content

 Fun videos e.g. flash mobs and Librarians’ Day videos
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Positive feedback

“I just wanted to commend you on your 

social media presence on behalf of UP 

Library (which is my alma mater busy 

with MIT). I think you have revamped UP 

Library’s social media presence, its 

energetic, informed, fun to read and 

well done!!! You should present a LIASA 

workshop on social media presence for 

academic libraries… Keep doing what 

you doing, its amazing!!” - Mymoena Londt, 

Faculty Librarian
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